Positioning plays an important role in wireless sensor networks. As a low-cost and low-power location approach, the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication) algorithm is widely used in wireless sensor networks location. However, the RSSI value is usually affected by environment conditions, easily leading to a large error. To eliminate the influence of environmental factors, and to improve positioning accuracy, this paper uses the symmetrical characteristics in electromagnetic wave propagation to design a location method to calculate the position of the node. The proposed method is tested with simulation experiments in MATLAB and the test results show that the new location method has a high positioning accuracy.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks have broad applications in military reconnaissance, transport management, environmental monitoring, health care, industrial and agricultural production, and so on. Most applications involve geographical parameters. Without a good position parameter, its value is greatly depreciated, and sometimes even becomes meaningless. Therefore, location is very essential for wireless sensor networks.
Node localization in wireless sensor network is a process to determine the locations of other nodes in the network from the locations of a small number of known nodes with a certain technology. Many schemes have been proposed for node localization [1] [2] . For example, RSSI-based location is a low-power, low-cost and convenient location method. It uses electromagnetic signal strength to measure distance and can be used to locate wireless sensor network. However, the precision of this method is relatively low and the stability is very poor.
Many improvements of RSSI location technology have been studied in recent years. Weizheng Ren et al [3] use beacon node which is nearest to the target node as the reference node to differentially correct the ranging based on RSSI to improve the positioning accuracy. Yan Xu et al [4] use solving nonlinear equations approach for multi-point RSSI value to optimize the location accuracy. Dengcai Xu [5] improve positioning accuracy by the least squares method. jie Zhan [6] use Gaussian fitting process to improve the positioning accuracy. Chengpei Tang et al [7] improve positioning precision by the ways of overlapping positioning method. Senlin Cheng et al [8] improve positioning accuracy with the probability centroid method. Yan Shi [9] improve location performance by the method of signal strength matrix. Xijian Chen [10] , Yan Xu [11] , Yan Zhou [12] et al also use different methods to improve the RSSI algorithm. Velimirovic Andrija S [13] enhance the positioning accuracy by fuzzy method to cope the uncertainty of RSSI value. Lasla N [14] indicates the position of the test nodes with geometry set based semi-symmetrical lens collection. Lim Jaechan [15] improve positioning performance with a maximum likelihood (ML) estimation method. Bekcibasi Ugur et al [16] improve positioning accuracy by increasing the reference anchor node method. Blumrosen G [17] improve the positioning accuracy by using a calibration scheme ways. Schemes 5th International Conference on Measurement, Instrumentation and Automation (ICMIA 2016) mentioned above are very helpful to improve the accuracy, but the improvement is very limited because the influence of environment changes and other interference factors is not considered yet. Since node location is very important for wireless sensor, this paper proposes a positioning method based on the symmetry characteristics of electromagnetic wave propagation to solve the problems of poor stability and low accuracy in the RSSI algorithm which are caused by environmental factors. Then we process signals, and propose a strategy to select the matching anchor node and calculate the location information using electromagnetic wave propagation symmetry principles. The new method can eliminate the adverse effects of electromagnetic signal intensity changes in the RSSI location. It is low-power and low-cost and has a good stability.
RSSI location principle
The RSSI location method calculates the node position with trilateral location method. It applies the RSSI value to estimate the distance between adjacent points by electromagnetic propagation theory. During the transmission of electromagnetic signals, signal strength will gradually decay with the increase of transmission distance. In the RSSI ranging scheme, the transmitting power of the sending node is known and the received power is measured at the receiving node. Then the transmission loss can be calculated and converted to distance based on theoretical or empirical models. A useful formula is (1) and solving the equation. Since the sensor nodes have the capability of wireless communication, and the RSSI data is acquired from the data packet, thus this location method does not require any additional hardware. Therefore, the RSSI location method is a convenient and inexpensive ranging technology with low power consumption.
However, atmosphere is not a lossless medium, molecules in the atmosphere, especially water vapor and oxygen, having their inherent electromagnetic harmonic vibration frequency, so the electromagnetic wave will have a high loss occurred in the harmonic frequency, thus the loss is related to the environmental factors such as temperature, humidity and altitude. In the real environment, due to the uncertainty of the external environment, the Gaussian random error Xσ values vary widely, resulting in a large positioning error,so the RSSI signal strength is very unstable and is easily influenced by environmental factors (e.g., temperature, humidity, etc.), this method may have a big ranging error.
New positioning method
Positioning error results from changing signal strength caused by environmental factors when the electromagnetic wave spread in the space. But the spread is symmetric and therefore the property can be used to offset the impact of signal intensity change. This paper groups several anchor nodes together through signal strength received by the test nodes. Anchor nodes with the same signal strength are put into one group. According to the symmetry characteristics of electromagnetic wave propagation along each direction in space, our new location method assumes that when the test node is equidistant from two anchor nodes, the strength of electromagnetic waves received from the two anchor nodes are also equal, even if the electromagnetic wave may be influenced by factors such as weather. Therefore, the position of the test node can be calculated by using the position parameters of the two anchor nodes. Figure 1 and 2 illustrate the principle.
Because the strength of electromagnetic waves that a test node receives from a tuple of anchor nodes in a certain group is equal, it can be assumed that the distance from the test node to the two anchor nodes are equal. Therefore, the test node M is located on a middle line which situates between the two anchor nodes (e.g., [A, B] or [C, D] in Figure 1 ) and is equidistant from the two anchor nodes. In other words, the test node M is located on the perpendicular bisector of the tuple. If the test node M receives signal from multiple anchor node in the same group, then there will be a plurality of straight lines intersected with each other. Ideally, a plurality of straight lines intersect at only one point, and this point is exactly the position of the test node M. In practice, a plurality of straight lines may intersect at a plurality of points due to various factors and it may have more than one location. In this case one can determine the location parameter of the test nodes by Weighted Centroid Algorithm (the greater the signal strength value is, the heavier the weight is). When the test node M is located at the center of anchor nodes, the center is the position of the test node. In this case, this method only involves a simple calculation and has a higher positioning accuracy. For positioning in the three-dimensional space, the test node will be located at perpendicular bisecting plane of symmetrical anchor nodes. The intersection of three symmetrical anchor nodes not in the same plane is exactly the position of the test node.
Simulation
The designed location scheme is implemented in MATLAB to simulate the new location solutions. The location range(X×Y) is 1000m×1000m. A number of test nodes and anchor nodes are randomly distributed in the region. Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the new symmetrical location method with the traditional RSSI trilateral location method.
In Fig.3 , o represents the pre-set position of the test node, □ is the test node's position obtained by the trilateration method and + is the test node's position obtained by symmetric method. The points measured by these two positioning methods are located nearby the random test point, but the points obtained by the symmetric approach are closer to the random test points, and its positioning error is smaller.
In Fig.4 , *represents the positioning error of the symmetrical location method, § is the positioning error of the trilateral location method. It shows the comparison of repetitive errors measured by using the two methods. As can be seen from the figure, the positioning accuracy of the proposed method is superior to the trilateral location method. The precision error is only 1/4 of the traditional RSSI method. And its error value is only a little change, more stable. Thus it has a high positioning accuracy and better stability.
For the simulation range we use (i.e., 1000m), the maximum error is only a few meters.
Fig . 5 shows the comparison of the new symmetrical location method with the least-squares location method. In Fig.5 , o represents the pre-set position of the test node, ∆ is the test node's position obtained by the least-squares location method and + is the test node's position obtained by symmetric method. The points measured by these two positioning methods are located nearby the random test point, but the points obtained by the least squares method are a little far away from the random test points, and thus the positioning error to be slightly bigger.
In Fig.6 , * represents the positioning error of the symmetrical location method, ¹ is the positioning error of the least squares location method. It shows the comparison of repetitive errors measured by using the two methods. As can be seen from the figure, the positioning accuracy of the proposed method is superior to the least-square. In repeated randomized trials, the errors are much smaller than the errors from the least square method.
In conclusion
This paper makes use of symmetry properties in the electromagnetic wave propagation along different directions in the space and proposes a new location method by using symmetrical anchor node. The new approach can eliminate the influence of environmental factors on the location, such as weather. Simulation results show that the proposed method can effectively improve the positioning accuracy and the calculation is very small. Furthermore, it does not require additional hardware devices while provide huge advantage. In particular, it can achieve high positioning accuracy when the test areas have a high anchor node density.
